Despite our unique ability to use natural languages, we know little about their origins like how they are created and evolved. The answer lies deeply in the evolution of our cognitive and social abilities over a very long period of time which is beyond our scrutiny. Existing studies on the origin of languages are often focused on the emergence of specific language features (such as recursion) without supporting a comprehensive view. Investigation of restricted language representations, such as temporal logic, unfortunately does not reveal much about the impetus underlying language formation and evolution, since much of their construction is based on natural languages themselves. In this paper, we investigate the origin of "natural languages" in a restricted setting involving only planning agents. Similar to a common view that considers languages as a tool for grounding symbols to semantic meanings, we take the view that a language for planning agents is a tool for grounding symbols to physical configurations. From this perspective, a language is used by the agents to coordinate their behaviors during planning. With a few assumptions, we show that language is closely connected to a type of domain abstractions, based on which a language can be constructed. We study how such abstractions can be identified and discuss how to use them during planning. We apply our method to several domains, discuss the results, and relaxation of the assumptions made.
Introduction
The ability to communicate using natural languages is one of the distinguishing features of human beings. The significant complexity along with its great flexibility that characterize natural languages are unseen in even our closest living relatives, such as chimpanzees. Yet, despite our ability to use natural languages, we know little about how they come into being. Such ignorance, unfortunately, also extends to developing communication languages between autonomous agents. Thus far, one common approach is to fix the semantic meanings of communication on a case-bycase basis, which is neither generalizable nor efficient. Another common approach-for the sake of interpretability for human users-is to implement partly a natural language understanding and generation framework. However, this approach can be counterproductive for autonomous agents since the sender must first translate information from its internal representation into a natural language sentence and the receiver after receiving the message must interpret and translate it to its own internal representation. This process, commonly known as the dual problem of grounding and inverse grounding, requires significant effort from the communicating agents and is error-prone [Gauthier and Mordatch, 2016; Tellex et al., 2014] . Finally, while offering theoretical precision, developing restricted language representations (such as temporal logic) does not reveal much about the impetus underlying natural language formation and evolution, since their construction is based on natural languages themselves.
In this paper, we set out to enable agents to create their own "natural languages" for communication in a restricted setting involving only planning tasks. In such a setting, a language is used for specifying the coordination among agents to achieve different goals in different situations. Following a common view that considers languages as a tool for grounding symbols to semantic meanings [Harnad, 1990] , we take the view that a language for planning agents is a tool for grounding symbols to physical configurations that are necessary for the coordination.
Our work is motivated by a fundamental question that drives language construction: when are agents required to communicate? Intuitively, when there is no need to communicate, there is no need for languages. This observation effectively converts the language construction problem to the problem of searching for a symbolic system that specifically resolves coordination issues in cases where communication is required. Consider a motivating example in Fig. 1 with two agents. The initial and goal states may be any configuration of the agents in the environment. Each agent can move to an adjacent room or stay where it is in the next time step but they are forbidden to stay in the same room or cross each other to switch locations for collision avoidance. The agents are assumed to be rational. Furthermore, for any planning instance, we assume that both agents know about the initial and goal states but can neither communicate nor observe after Figure 1 : A motivating example where there are three rooms 1, 2, and 3, and two agents, A and B. The agents are constrained to stay in different rooms and forbidden to cross each other to switch locations. Both the initial and goal states may be any configuration of the agents in this environment. A possible language could have the capability to express that both agents must move clockwise (or counterclockwise). execution starts (relaxations will be discussed later). When no communication is used in planning, the two agents may choose plans that lead to collisions. Hence, in this example, a language is used to coordinate the agents during the planning phase so that no collisions happen, under all initial and goal states. It is easy to verify that one possible language in this example could have the capability to express that both agents must move clockwise (or counterclockwise).
Our goal is this paper is to investigate how such a language "naturally" arises given the environment and problem domain. First, with the above assumptions, we define the notion of required coordination (RC), which specifies a condition where communication is required. We show that a language is closely related to a type of domain abstractions based on RC, from which a language can be constructed. We provide a sufficient (but unnecessary) condition to find such abstractions. For any planning instance, a solution can be found based on an abstraction, which corresponds to a "sentence" to be communicated. The sentence specifies a constraint on the set of joint optimal plans that do not introduce RC or lead to execution failures.
The contribution here is three-folds. First, we provide a formulation of the language construction problem for planning agents. The language that naturally arises from this formulation can be used by agents during planning to coordinate their behaviors. Second, we define the notion of required coordination, identify the connection between languages and domain abstractions based on this notion, and provide a method to search for such abstractions. Third, we implement and evaluate our method on two planning domains with various environments. It is worth noting, however, that it is not our intention to claim that a possible answer to the origin of natural languages is being proposed. Rather, the correct view should be that the motivation for answering that question greatly inspired our work. But we do hope that our study could shed some light on this important question.
Preliminaries
The function of languages is to communicate information [Chomsky, 2014; Hauser et al., 2002] . For example, the sentence of "Please see me at 9AM" expresses the speaker's desire to have the listener show up at 9AM in the morning.
Without it, the listener can freely choose actions. From this perspective, a language can be considered to be tool for generating sentences as constraints that the speaker expects the listener to understand or follow. For planning agents, it is used to generate constraints on plans during the planning phase. When communication is not free, assuming that agents are rational, they would communicate only when necessary. Keeping this view in mind, we first provide the basic planning formulation used in the work.
Planning Basics
To accommodate our problem formulation, we slightly modify the definition of a planning domain. We model the domain (including the agents) based largely on a STRIPS model [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971 ] M = (P = P S ∪ P D ,A,I S ), where P S is the set of static propositional state variables and P D is the set of dynamic state variables. I S is the initial setting of the static variables and A is the set of agent joint actions. Each action a ∈ A is associated with a set of preconditions, pre(a) ⊆ P, add effects, add(a) ⊆ P, and delete effects, del(a ⊆ P). A domain can also be represented conceptually as a state graph D = (S o ,E o ) where S o represents the set of full states (each full state is P S with P D after a full assignment) and E o the set of edges (i.e., actions that connect state pairs). We assume that every joint action has a cost of 1 and optimality is based on cost. The agents cohabit in the environment and must interact to achieve tasks that are in the form of state pairs (s I ,s G ), where s I ∈ S o is the initial state and s G ∈ S o the goal state. Each such pair introduces a planning problem O = (P,A,s I ,s G ). Note that full states are used for specifying the initial and goal states since languages are required to cope with any initial and goal state pair in our formulation.
Assumptions
Next, we state the assumptions made in our work. Ways to relaxing some of them are discussed later in the paper. Since we assume rational agents, whenever referring to plans in our work, we necessarily mean optimal and joint plans.
Problem Formulation
Given any planning problem O = (P,A,s I ,s G ), each agent will be able to create a joint optimal plan. However, as seen in the motivating example in Fig. 1 , problems may occur when they choose different optimal plans (the exact choices are unpredictable as it may relate to the internal operation or preferences of each agent, which is assumed to be private and may Arrows (actions) are color coded according to the agent. Each parallel arrow pair represent a joint action. n,m is used to refer to agent A at n and B at m. The initial state is 1,2 and the goal state is 2,1. There are in total of 4 candidate plans (π 1 -π 4 ). The two plans π 1 and π 3 introduce RC since had A chosen π 1 and B chosen π 3 , they would both end up in 3 in the next step, resulting in π 5 with a collision. Others ways where RC is introduced are also shown above for this example.
change arbitrarily over time). It is these cases where communication is needed. We can now delve into the details of language construction.
Required Coordination
The necessity to communicate is tied closely to the notion of required coordination (RC) for each planning problem, O = (P,A,s I ,s G ). RC may be introduced when agents choose different plans, often resulting in a failure in execution.
Definition 1 (Required Coordination). Given a planning problem O in a domain, a required coordination is a condition that satisfies ∀π 1 ,∃⟨π 2 ,t⟩(
Π above denotes the set of optimal plans for problem O, and Prefix returns the set of prefixes for a set of plans Brackets are used to index into actions of a plan; the symbol ∶ is used to indicate a range of indices (inclusive). Superscripts denote the agents (A or B). Intuitively, an RC condition defines a situation where there exists at least two different optimal plans, and a failure in execution will be resulted if the agents choose them differently. See Fig. 2 for an explanation of RC. In such a case, we also say that the two plans introduce RC. Note that two different optimal plans do not necessarily introduce RC.
Theorem 1. Given a domain M = (P,A,I S ), no coordination between the agents is necessary when no RC is present in all problem O = (P,A,s I ,s G ) with varying (s I ,s G ).
Proof. Given any problem O = (P,A,s I ,s G ) in a given domain, if RC is not present, we have the following possibilities: 1) there exists none or only one optimal plan: in this case, either the agents will both identify that the task is unsolvable or choose the same plan. No coordination is necessary. 2) there exist multiple plans and a subset of these plans does not satisfy RC in Def. 1. In such a case, both agents will be incentivized to choose from one from this subset of plans, and we are done since they do not lead to failures in execution pairwise according to the RC condition.
In our motivating example in Fig. 1 , π 1 and π 2 do not introduce RC. Hence, had these two plans being the only plans that the agents can choose from, no coordination will be necessary. This observation also hints on language construction. For example, a language for our motivating example could be required to separate (π 1 ,π 2 ) from (π 3 ,π 4 ).
Language Construction
First, we provide the definition of a language in our setting. As already discussed, we consider a language as a tool to generate constraints on the physical configurations (i.e., joint states) of a domain as sentences.
Definition 2 (Language). A language for a domain M = (P,A,I S ) and its state graph
where W is the set of words, and R is the set of operators that can be performed on the words. Each word w ∈ W represents a set of states, so that w ⊂ S o .
Many operators are possible for a language. For example, one common operator is concatenation, which connects two words. Another possible operator could be a component-wise join, where a word can be joined with another word to form a new word where only the common states in both words are present. Note that natural languages may also be associated with rules that determine how the words may be operated on. To simplify the discussion, we do not specifically formulate rules. However, this should not affect the expressiveness of languages since rules only constrain how sentences may be constructed using words.
A sentence specifies a constraint on state sequences in the form of ζ = (u 1 ,u 2 ,...). When expressed by a sentence, a plan must be compatible with the constraint, meaning that there must exist a strictly monotonic increasing function that maps i (for u i in ζ ) to the state sequence that specifies the plan. For example, given a state space (a,b,c,d,e, f ), ζ = (u 1 = {a,c},u 2 = {b,d}) is compatible with a plan π = (e,c, f ,a,d). One of the possible mappings that satisfy the requirement is (1 → 2, 2 → 5). Note that this definition of sentences, which does not specifically model immediate adjacencies between states, does not affect the expressiveness of languages for optimal plans, since they will necessarily be of limited length.
Definition 3 (Language Construction). A language construction problem is a problem where we are given a model M = (P,A,I S ) and must find a language L = (W,R) that can be used to resolve RC from any initial state to any goal state.
In the example in Fig. 2 , a language that can distinguish between (π 1 ,π 2 ) and (π 3 ,π 4 ) is capable of resolving RC for the corresponding planning instance. A language is required to resolve RC for all planning instances in the domain (i.e., regardless of the initial and goal states). Given the state graph of a domain, D = (S o ,E o ), one simple language can be constructed by considering each state as a word, or W = S o , and the only operator needed is concatenation. This language allows the agents to communicate with each other about the exact plan being undertaken. However, this language is not very useful. A more useful definition of language may require the set of words to be minimal [Chomsky, 2014] :
Definition 4 (Minimal Language). A minimal language for a domain is a language with the smallest set of words, or L min = argmin L ( W ), under a given set of operators R.
Theorem 2. Finding the minimal language for a domain given an arbitrary set of operators R is PSPACE-hard.
The proof is through a reduction from a plan satisfaction problem [Bylander, 1994] and omitted due to space limit.
From Abstractions to Languages
We have shown that the minimal language construction problem is at least P-SPACE complete. However, it is expected to be more difficult. In fact, it is not even clear how a bruteforce method would work for such a complex problem. Next, we show that the language construction problem is related to a state abstraction problem, which is easier conceptually (not necessarily more computationally efficient though).
RC Graph
We first introduce the notion of RC graph as it is connected to our following discussions. Definition 5 (RC Graph). An RC graph for a state graph D = (S o ,E o ) of a domain is a tuple (S,E,Θ), where S = S o is the set of full states in the domain, E is the set of edges that connect the states based on whether RC is present (more follows). Each edge is associated with a value, denoted by cost(e) (e ∈ E), which is the cost of the optimal plan. Θ is a mapping:
Two nodes s and t are connected in an RC graph, denoted by s ↝ t, if and only if t is reachable from s and there is no RC (see Def. 1). The mapping Θ specifies pairs of states (s,t) where t is reachable from s but RC is present, costs of the optimal plan, and states that introduce the RC. Given (m,n) ∈ Θ(s,t), s ⇢ m ⇢ t and s ⇢ n ⇢ t (m ≠ n) represent two sets of optimal paths from s to t that introduce RC, where m or n is an intermediate state. s ⇢ m means that either s ↝ m or (s,m) ∈ Θ.
Next, we discuss a process to construct an RC graph given a domain. Given the set of states S o in a domain, we first construct edges that represent a single joint action. We iterate through all joint actions a that transition from s to t and connect s to t in the RC graph. Each of these edges will be associated with a cost of 1. Here, we assume that the joint actions are unique-two different actions necessarily lead to two different states from the same state when both are applicable. Next, for any state pair (s,t) that is not connected directly, and has a path in the current RC graph with a cost of 2, we check to see if RC is present. If it is not present, we connect s to t with edge cost 2. Otherwise, there must exist multiple paths in the form of s ⇢ x ⇢ t. In this case, for each possible intermediate state pair (x i ,x j ), we check to see whether s ⇢ x i ⇢ t and s ⇢ x j ⇢ t introduce RC. If they do, we record this information in Θ by adding (x i ,x j ) to the entry with (s,t) (with a cost of 2) as the key in Θ. Similar steps are executed Figure 3 : An illustration of the relationship between abstract states, plans and their expressions in an abstraction for our motivating example. It encodes three different optimal plans for going from state (1,2) to (2,1), which correspond to two expressions in the abstraction (i.e., via abstract states b (1,2)(3,2) and b (1,3)(2,3) , respectively). Two abstract states are shown in blue rectangles. This figure is based on the abstraction shown in Fig. 4 (to be discussed soon).
with state pairs with a path cost of 3 and so on until every state pair is either connected in the RC graph or is a key in Θ. This process essentially uses dynamic programming to construct the graph having the following property. Lemma 1. Following the above process for constructing an RC graph, two states s and t are connected if and only if no RC is present; otherwise, it must appear in Θ.
The proof is by induction based on the length of the optimal plan between s and t, and is not presented here due to space limitation.
Abstractions
Next, we introduce the notion of abstraction, which is connected to the notion of language as will be revealed soon.
Definition 6 (Abstraction). An abstraction of a state graph (S o ,E o ) of a domain is a tuple A = (S,I,E) where S is a set of abstract states. Each abstract state is a subset of the original set of states and satisfies ∪ b∈S b = S o . Π is a set of local connections among states within each abstract state; E b ∈ Π specifies the local connections within an abstract state b ∈ S. E is the set of edges that connect the abstract states. Definition 7 (Perfect Abstraction). A perfect abstraction is an abstraction that satisfies the following condition: for any optimal plan π for any (s I ,s G ) in the original problem, if a path ρ = ⟨b 0 ,b 1 ,...,b n ⟩ in A satisfies that s I ⋅ ρ ⋅ s G (⋅ means concatenation) expresses π, then the set of optimal plans expressed do not introduce any RC.
We say that s I ⋅ ρ ⋅ s G expresses a plan π, denoted as a state sequence π = ⟨s I ,s 0 ,s 1 ,s 2 ,...,s m ,s G ⟩, if and only if there exists a monotonic increasing function K ∶ N → N such that s K(i) ∶ s K(i+1)−1 ∈ b i (0 ≤ i ≤ n and K(n + 1) = m + 1), meaning that all the states in the state sequence from s K(i) to s K(i+1)−1 belong to the abstract state b i . An illustration of the relationship between abstract states and plans is provided in Fig. 3 for our motivating example.
A perfect abstraction always exists and may not be unique. For example, the state graph of the domain can be easily converted to a perfect abstraction of itself by setting S = S o , I = ∅, and E = E o . Based on the definition, a perfect abstraction does Figure 4 : The RC graph for our motivating example in Fig.  1 with a perfect abstraction shown as clusters. Each node represents a state. States are numbered for easy reference. Θ is shown at the bottom right corner. Costs for all the edges are 1, for all entries in Θ are 2. The set that is associated with each entry in Θ specifies state pairs to assign to different abstract states according to Theorem 3. not affect the optimality or completeness of the planning domain. Next, we state one of the main results of this paper.
Theorem 3. Given a domain, any abstraction is a perfect abstraction if it satisfies that (m,n) ∈ Θ(s,t) for all s,t are in different abstract states.
Proof. Consider an abstraction that satisfies the condition. Given any optimal plan π for (s I ,s G ), we can construct a path ρ such that s I ⋅ ρ ⋅ s G expresses π. Furthermore, the set of plans, and hence the optimal plans, that are expressed by s I ⋅ ρ ⋅ s G must be following the specification of the abstract states. This essentially means that no RC is present since there is no RC in between any two states when the above condition is satisfied. Hence, the set of optimal plans that are expressed by s I ⋅ ρ ⋅ s G must not have introduced any RC.
However, note that satisfying the condition in Theorem 3 is only a sufficient but unnecessary condition for a perfect abstraction. It means that there may exist a perfect abstraction that does not satisfy the condition. This result enables us to construct a perfect abstraction from an RC graph by defining a set of constraints on the construction of abstract states. For our motivating example, a perfect abstraction along with the RC graph is presented in Fig. 4 . One may observe that the abstraction corresponds to specifying the position of agent B, in which case agent A's position no longer matters. Using this abstraction, intuitively, the agents will be able to specifying that agent B would stop, move clockwise or counterclockwise, thus resolving coordination issues as desired (see Fig.  3 ). The perfect abstraction may not be unique (e.g., A and B are symmetric in our example).
From Abstractions to Languages
Theorem 4. Given a domain, a language is specifiable by a perfect abstraction and vice versa.
Proof. First, we prove that a perfect abstraction specifies a language. Given the definition of a perfect abstraction, we know that for any (s I ,s G ), a path ρ can be constructed to capture a set of plans that do not introduce RC. A language can be constructed by creating a word for each abstract state.
Next, we prove that any language must correspond to a perfect abstraction. Given any s I and s G , the definition of a language guarantees that there exists a sentence that specifies a state sequence ζ = (u 1 ,u 2 ,...), which specifies a set of optimal plans without RC. A perfect abstraction thus can be created by associating an abstract state for each u i appeared. When there are missing states in {u}, an auxiliary abstract state can be created for those. Corollary 1. A perfect abstraction with the minimum number of abstract states corresponds to a minimal language.
This result is based on the fact that the minimum number of abstracts states and the number of words in a minimal language are correlated in the proof above. Again, although this result is desirable, it does not mean that creating a minimal language is easy since constructing the RC graph itself is extremely computational expensive as it essentially requires computing all plans pairwise for all initial and goals states. Theorem 5. Given a planning instance O = (P,A,s I ,s G ), one of the paths of length smaller than or equal to ρ * × ε that express a valid plan must also express an optimal plan, where ρ * is the shortest path that expresses a valid plan in a perfect abstraction and ε is the longest plan segment moving from a state to another state in any abstract state.
Proof. There must exist a path ρ that expresses an optimal plan and one of the paths that are shorter than ρ must express a suboptimal plan, since otherwise ρ will become the shortest path. The length of the optimal plan is lower bounded by ρ and the length of the suboptimal plan is upper bounded by ρ * × ε. Since ρ * ≤ ρ , the conclusion holds.
The usefulness of this result is dependent on ε. When the states are not connected among themselves in the abstract states in the RC graph, finding a sentence for agent coordination becomes easy since it only involves finding the shortest path in the abstract state space. This will be very useful for agents to coordinate among themselves-they may find out the coordination strategy long before finding an actual plan. Corollary 2. Given a perfect abstraction or language, finding a path (or sentence) to coordinate is never more difficult than finding an optimal plan (directly from Def. 7).
Evaluation Results
We apply our method for abstraction to two domains. To validate the ability of our approach to performing abstractions on arbitrary domains, we test it on a modified IPC domain according to our setting, referred to as Turn and Open. There are a number of rooms and balls in the domain. Each agent can hold at most one ball at a time. The agents can pick up the ball or drop the ball at the room where it is at. Between two adjacent rooms, there will be a door that the agent can cross from one room to the other when the door is held open. An agent cannot hold a door open when it is holding a ball, and cannot hold a ball when a door is held open either. A goal could be taking the balls to specific rooms and the agents moving to specific rooms. To see domains where abstractions could be extremely useful, we create a grid world domain with a loop setting (inside space is blocked). Similar to our motivating example, the agents can move to any adjacent states or stay where they are. Collision may occur when the agents move to the same location at the same time or cross each other to switch locations.
The results were obtained on a Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU 2.80GHz with 16GB of RAM. The implementation is done using Matlab R2018b to first construct the RC graph. A greedy CSP solver is then applied given the set of constraints in Θ in the graph. Results are presented in Table 1 . For the Turn and Open domain, we can see that the number of states grows polynomially so does the number of abstract states. However, our algorithm still manages to create perfect abstractions with significant fewer states, when compared to the original domain. The more interesting results were from the Grid World domain. While the state space grows polynomially in the environment size, the abstract states in this domain develop much slower. This is because this domain contains fewer state pairs that have RC. This suggests that RC dense domains are more difficult since more constraints are present.
Related Work
Despite our ability to use natural languages, we know little about the origin of languages [Hauser et al., 2002; Hauser et al., 2014] . A common view in linguistics, however, has been that language is a computational system. Inspired by this view, we focus here on the computational aspect while abstracting the language construction process from its perception components by assuming that the physical configuration can be specified by a set of (perceptual) symbols. In linguistics, prior work on language construction often studied specific language symbols [Bickerton, 2003; Kuhl, 2004] without a comprehensive view, such as how to develop certain symbols from interactions [Savage-Rumbaugh et al., 1986] . A recent work tried to establish the connection between physical configuration and language symbols directly as a translation problem via a learning approach [Andreas et al., 2017] . The focus here, however, is how to relate the basic symbols for physical configurations to high level language symbols for language construction via a computational process.
There are prior computational views of communication from a game theoretical framework [Allott, 2006] , which consider the incentive of communication. To some extent, our work follows a similar view that considers the incentive of communication in a cooperative setting. This simplifies the problem and allows us to define a language as a symbolic system used to distinguish desirable from undesirable situations for team performance. A sentence generated by such a system can be considered as a constraint on agent behavior during planning. Similar views in planning problems (such as refinement planning [Kambhampati et al., 1995] ) have been studied in the planning community [Ginsberg, 1995; Kambhampati et al., 1995; Kvarnström and Doherty, 2000; Sutton et al., 1999] . However, the focus there was mainly on how this view benefited planning, and much less on how it is connected to other problems, such as language construction.
Our problem may appear similar to the task of learning or computing to communicate. Along this line, there exists prior work on developing communication schemes to maximize team performance, where it is considered either as an optimization or learning problem [Sukhbaatar et al., 2016; Goldman and Zilberstein, 2003] . For example, a communication scheme may arise from a Dec-POMDP framework when communicating actions is modeled specifically. However, language construction is focused on the "abstraction" of physical configurations for agent coordination while communication scheme deals mainly with when communication helps improve performance. From the perspective of abstraction, methods [Konidaris et al., 2018] exist for learning action abstractions, and computing abstractions that enable more efficient planning [Erol et al., 1994] . While the language construction problem is closely connected to a special type of abstraction as discussed, it is addressing a fundamentally different problem. Similarly, while the problem also has a multi-agent planning favor in it [Guestrin and Gordon, 2002; Nissim et al., 2010] , the focus here is completely different.
Discussions & Conclusions
The setting assumed in this work is obviously quite restricted. However, it nonetheless provides a new perspective for constructing "natural languages" for autonomous agents. While these restrictions are unfortunately inevitable given the scope of this problem, we tried here to provide a discussion for relaxing several key assumptions made in this work, which hinted on many future directions and significant extensions. For example, when there are more than two agents and the environment changes, the agents can coordinate pairwise among themselves, potentially in a subspace of the environment that is similar to the one when the language is constructed. Also, instead of assuming no observation after execution starts, formulations can be provided for when partial observations may be made during execution.
In this paper, we provided a formulation of the language construction problem for planning agents. The language that naturally arises from this formulation can be used by agents during planning to coordinate their behaviors. We connected a special type of abstraction to language construction and provided a method to search for such abstractions. Results from two domains illustrate that our method is especially useful for domains when required coordination is less pervasive. To the best of our knowledge, this represents the first attempt to develop a framework and theory for language construction.
